A method is being proposed to take advantage of the laws of general relativity to extract energy from the gravitational field in the solar system environment.
Introduction
The author proposes a new method to extract energy from the Schwarzschild metric of a normal star like body such as the Sun whose existence in current literature is at least not known to him. The method follows from the geodesic equations of motion of finite mass bodies (of course much smaller compared to the gravitational field producing mass) whose motion is strictly confined along the radial coordinate without any  or  variations in its orbit. We start from the equations of motion given in any standard textbook on general relativity such as Weinberg [1] and show that there are some 'velocities dt dr ' where the body is 'accelerated outward' in contrast to the usual case where it is 'accelerated inward'. These 'velocities' do not strictly approach the velocity of light and so can be considered within certain degree of approximations to yield 'kinetic energies' using non-relativistic formulas. However because of the curvature introduced into space-time by general relativity the conclusions here are very different from those of Newtonian gravity where all bodies irrespective of their velocities are accelerated inward towards the massive body producing the gravitational field. This important property can be used along with proper techniques to make the body gain kinetic energy while it moves radially outward in the gravitational field as well as when it moves inward and to suitably extract some kinetic energy at a particular point while supplying some kinetic energy at another point to obtain a net extraction of energy from the process. It is possible to show that theoretically more than 10 10 Joules of energy can be extracted by accelerating a 1Kg mass from the solar surface to infinity and then back.
Derivation of the formula for net extracted energy
The integrated equations of motion in the equatorial plane of the standard Schwarzschild coordinate system are [1] . At this point a uniform magnetic field may be applied to turn the charge in a circular arc till it is brought into alignment with a radial direction where it can be made to 'fall' along the radial direction ( and  are constants). The entire concept is illustrated in fig. 1 where just before the fall begins the particle is at point B. One can use a strong electric field at this point to reduce its and to somehow store the energy the particle imparts to the electromagnetic field as a consequence of this reduction of its own kinetic energy. After this the 'free fall' of the particle will increase its kinetic energy till point A / where it is again made to move in a circular arc in an applied magnetic field to bring it to point B / which is the initial point at which it was ejected. Some energy has to be imparted to it at point B / by an electric field to increase its 
